CoastalBulk
Shipping

New Zealand registered
company Coastal Bulk
Shipping Ltd are the
owners and operators of
the M.V. Anatoki
This small Bulk Vessel is ideal for carrying cargoes
such as wheat, grain, salt, cement aggregates,
sand, as well as containerised cargo; both general
purpose and ISO units.

Coastal Bulk Shipping shareholders consist of a diverse
group of people who have a common interest in coastal
shipping. Their backgrounds vary considerably from
farming to transport operators and workers in the
transport and shipping industry.

With a loaded draft of 4.2 metres the Anatoki is able to
negotiate shallow harbours such as Wanganui, Westport
and Greymouth. This allows it to pickup/discharge its
cargoes closer to their source/destination, reducing road
haulage components of the cargo’s movement and in
doing so, reducing costs.

The ASP Ships Group took a 50% shareholding in CBS in
2020. With ASP as a major shareholder, CBS has important
and key access to a strong network of marine logistics, ship
management and technical support services through ASP’s
network of offices in New Zealand, Australia and worldwide.

M.V. Anatoki started operations in April 2008 and by
December 2020, will have transported in excess of
500,000 tonnes of cargo. Clients have been impressed by
the company’s “Problem Solving” ability and the efficiencies
brought about by moving their bulk products by sea.
“Demand for road transport has been increasing faster
than the growth in population. This has put New Zealand’s
roads under increased pressure. It is anticipated that total
freight movements on the transport system will more
than double by 2040. Anatoki represents a change in New
Zealand shipping—the return of the coastal bulk freighter.”

All shareholders share a common belief that as a long,
narrow country, New Zealand lends itself to shipping.
As a young country with developing infrastructure, New
Zealand was built on coastal ships using smaller ports.
As road and rail developed, freight gradually moved from
the sea until the last bulk ships (other than cement and
fuel carriers) stopped operating on the New Zealand coast
approximately 35 years ago.
In recent years a growing population, higher fuel prices
and the failure of road and rail infrastructure to keep pace
with demand has rekindled an interest in coastal shipping.

www.coastalbulkshipping.co.nz
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About M.V. Anatoki
M.V. Anatoki was purchased in Japan in December 2007.
She was launched in 1992 named the Kaijin Maru No.18
and was renamed Anatoki before her delivery trip to New
Zealand.
As a standard Japanese design and build, vessels of her
type are common in Japan and trade as far afield as Korea
and China. The Kaijin Maru was built and operated by a
ships engineer and used to carry steel mainly around the
Sea of Japan. She operated for the first 15 years of her life
in Japan with a crew of 3.
On arrival in New Zealand work was carried out to make
the ship better suited to her intended role as a carrier
of Bulk Products. This included plating some sections of
the Hold to make her into a “Box Hold” vessel that was
easier to clean between cargoes. This work also added to
the structural strength of the ship. The Anatoki operates in
New Zealand with a crew of 4.
Anatoki can service all ports in New Zealand. Due to its size,
the vessel is in particular able to successfully and safely
navigate shallow harbours such as Wanganui, Westport
and Greymouth. This allows the MV Anatoki to pick up /
discharge its cargoes closer to their source / destination,
providing clients with efficiencies through moving their
cargoes by sea.

Length Over All 51.00 Metres
Tonnage Length 44.98 Metres
Beam 8.30 Metres
Maximum Laden Draft 4.20 Metres
Deadweight 820 Tons
Gross Tonnage 561 Tons

The Anatoki is surveyed as a Non-Passenger Ship under
the New Zealand Safe Ship Management System and is
surveyed to operate in New Zealand waters including the
Offshore Limits. The vessel also operates with a Maritime
New Zealand Marine Transport Operator Certificate
(MTOC) and carries an International Tonnage Certificate,
an International Load Line Certificate and an International
Oil Pollution Prevention Certificate.

Interested in saving
money on the
movement of
your BULK
FREIGHT?

GET IN TOUCH
PO Box 974, Wanganui 8149 New Zealand
Phone: 03 9611487
Mobile: 029 3745716
Email: sales@coastalbulkshipping.co.nz
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